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	An eye-opening report from an award-winning author and former New York Times reporter reveals the link between teenage marijuana use and mental illness, and a hidden epidemic of violence caused by the drug—facts the media have ignored as the United States rushes to legalize cannabis.

	

	Recreational marijuana is now legal in nine states. Almost all Americans believe the drug should be legal for medical use. Advocates argue cannabis can help everyone from veterans to cancer sufferers. But legalization has been built on myths– that marijuana arrests fill prisons; that most doctors want to use cannabis as medicine; that it can somehow stem the opiate epidemic; that it is not just harmless but beneficial for mental health. In this meticulously reported book, Alex Berenson, a former New York Times reporter, explodes those myths:

	

	• Almost no one is in prison for marijuana;

	• A tiny fraction of doctors write most authorizations for medical marijuana, mostly for people who have already used;

	• Marijuana use is linked to opiate and cocaine use. Since 2008, the US and Canada have seen soaring marijuana use and an opiate epidemic. Britain has falling marijuana use and no epidemic;

	• Most of all, THC—the chemical in marijuana responsible for the drug’s high—can cause psychotic episodes. After decades of studies, scientists no longer seriously debate if marijuana causes psychosis.

	

	Psychosis brings violence, and cannabis-linked violence is spreading. In the four states that first legalized, murders have risen 25 percent since legalization, even more than the recent national increase. In Uruguay, which allowed retail sales in July 2017, murders have soared this year.

	

	Berenson’s reporting ranges from the London institute that is home to the scientists who helped prove the cannabis-psychosis link to the Colorado prison where a man now serves a thirty-year sentence after eating a THC-laced candy bar and killing his wife. He sticks to the facts, and they are devastating.

	

	With the US already gripped by one drug epidemic, this book will make readers reconsider if marijuana use is worth the risk.
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Infonomics for Distributed Business and Decision-Making Environments: Creating Information System EcologyBusiness Science, 2009
The information economy continues to challenge businesses in many ways with information technologies and globalization leading to blurred the organizational boundaries. Infonomics for Distributed Business and Decision-Making Environments: Creating Information System Ecology provides greater understanding of issues, challenges,...
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Our Beautiful, Fragile World: The Nature and Environmental Photographs of Peter EssickRocky Nook, 2013

	Our Beautiful, Fragile World features a career-spanning look at the images of photojournalist Peter Essick taken while on assignment for National Geographic magazine. In this book, Essick showcases a diverse series of photographs from some of the most beautiful natural areas in the world and documents major contemporary...
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PIC Microcontrollers: 50 Projects for Beginners & ExpertsElektor Electronics, 2008

	This book covers a series of exciting and

	sensor, radar, a night buzzer, a clock, a VU

	poetry box.





	You can use it as projects book and build

	clear explanations, schematics, and picture!

	fun activity.





	You can also use it as a study guide. Tl

	project explains why the project is set up...
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Living in the Heart: How to Enter into the Sacred Space Within the HeartLight Technology Publications, 2003

	All over the planet Drunvalo Melchizedek is known and immensely loved as a great spiritual teacher. Through workshops and books he brought his vision of the Flower of Life and the Mer-Ka-Ba to the world. Now, based on his latest series of workshops, he shares his experiences of living in the sacred space within the heart, and he explains the...
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Who Says Elephants Can't Dance?:  Inside IBM's Historic TurnaroundHarper Perennial, 2002

	In 1990, IBM had its most profitable year ever. By 1993, the computer industry had changed so rapidly the company was on its way to losing $16 billion and IBM was on a watch list for extinction -- victimized by its own lumbering size, an insular corporate culture, and the PC era IBM had itself helped invent.


	Then Lou Gerstner was...
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Meso- to Micro- Actuators: A Theoretical and Practical ApproachCRC Press, 2008

	Exploring the design and use of micro- and meso-actuators, this book begins with theory and a general synopsis of the state-of-the-art in theoretical research. It discusses how to employ modern approaches in research and design activity, then presents a systematic list of already available products and details their potential for use. Design...
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